Conduct your shareholder meetings using a secure platform designed especially for shareholder engagement conferencing.

Virtual Meeting eliminates the expense and logistical hurdles of bringing together shareholders, employees, officers and directors for your annual or special meetings. Administered by AST, this platform gives all attending equity owners a fully participatory experience, including presentations, proposals, voting and comments and questions.

**Fully Global Shareholder Representation**

Virtual Meeting can accommodate any number of shareholder logins from anywhere in the world.

- Online attendees can participate using desktop or mobile devices
- High-quality video and sound
- Automatic queuing and posting of shareholders’ verbal comments and questions
- Full set-up, and onsite and remote support
- Customized intuitive commands and reporting

**Real Time Balloting and Proposals**

Facilitation for shareholder proposals and accurate vote tracking and tabulation.

- Live balloting
- Concurrent or separate dial-in for shareholder proposal proponents
- Easy-to-use Question and Answer session moderation
- Support for recorded proposal presentations
- Unique identifiers for each shareholder or proxy
- Streamlined voting
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Comprehensive Security and Confidentiality

Advanced technology to protect proceedings from interruption or intrusion.

• Pre-meeting testing to pinpoint any potential issues
• Contingency plans for technological or network disruption, or power failure
• Secure, one-time logins for all authorized participants
• Encrypted transmission of audio, video and data
• Real time reporting attendees and their holdings, location, and times they joined and left the meeting.
• Issuers can use their own webcast platform or AST’s proprietary system

Contact Us
Call: (877) 814-9687
Email: newbusiness@astfinancial.com